How will the impact of Covid-19
affect impairment testing?

Declines in the stock market can trigger testing
for impairment of assets, goodwill and other
long-lived intangible assets for impairment.
Lower market cap correlates with higher goodwill impairment
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Impairment testing considerations
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• Covid-19 is likely to be a triggering event for
impairment
• Should we test for impairment at mid-year?
• Should we also test our finite-lived assets?
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The financial crisis of 2008–2009 provides a
guide on how companies viewed impairment
testing during periods of market volatility.
Our analysis shows that the impairments
recognized by companies in our sample closely
align with decreases in their stock price.
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Average market cap
Source: S&P Capital IQ.
Population: Current MSCI EURO index companies during 2007-2020

Key valuation considerations

Greate market cap decline correlate with greater impairements
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• Should we use a single forecast or several
scenarios? How do we model alternative
scenarios in a time of unprecedented
uncertainty?
• Is intrinsic value as measured by the DCF
weighted more than the market approach in
current conditions?
• With depressed current multiples, should
forward looking multiples be used to reflect
updated market earnings measures?
• Is our estimate of the equity risk premium
in the discount rate aligned with current
market volatility? If impacts to forecast are
uncertain, how should we reflect this in the
discount rate?
• Should average historical prices be used to
smooth the impact of market volatility?
• Should reductions in market capitalization
be compensated by higher control
premiums?
• How are liquidity concerns reflected in the
valuation?
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Source: S&P Capital IQ.
Population: Current MSCI EURO companies publicly—traded during 2007 - 2009.

Types of triggering events1:

Geopolitical and regulatory
Disruptions relating to trade,
global markets, and regulatory
change

Strategic and reputational
Emerging issues impacting
your strategy and brand
reputation

Operational
Risks relating to products,
services, and operational
activities

Extended enterprise
Emerging risks and opportunities related to your third-party
ecosystem

Financial
Trends and events related to
financial markets or corporate
financial risk

Market volatility

Health pandemic

Competitive shifts

Store or facility closures

Supply chain interruptions

Trade disruptions

Technology innovation

Declining customer traffic

Distribution delays

Credit risk

Sustainability risks

Industry convergence

Reduced human capital

Reliance on third parties

Commodity risk

1) IAS 36: Goodwill and indefinite life intangibles should be tested for impairment on yearly basis .

How we can help you
Reforecasting and modeling:

Our experience and credentials

Given the significant uncertainty in the near and medium term, consider
alternative scenarios in your forecasting process. We can assist you by:
• Assessing your business performance and potential impact of COVID-19
(direct or indirect);
- Assessing the potential lack of liquidity and incorporating the impact in the
business forecasts;
- Estimating the appropriate discount rate (short term and long term);
• Performing a benchmark analysis of key performance indicators within the
sector (sales growth, operating margins, capital intensity, working capital, etc.);
• Headroom breach analysis and key economic and financial impairment triggers;
• Assisting you in preparing realistic and supportable cash flow forecasts.
Performing sensitivity analyses and assessing alternative scenarios:
- Reviewing cost reduction plans and assessing their effects on operations.
• Variance analysis (budget achievement / forecast trends);
• Helping you set up a flexible model allowing to combine multiple sensitivities
and scenarios to understand key drivers and report to stakeholders;
• Stress testing to analyze “going concern” risks.
Disclosure and reporting:
Consider additional risk factors and the need to provide more information on
the potential impact of significant events on the company’s operations, financial
conditions or liquidity.

Deloitte’s Valuation and Business
Modeling team consists of professionals
with extensive experience in Belgium
and several other countries.
We work on over 100 projects each
year, including:
• Review of impairment tests for many
of the leading companies in Belgium;
• Support in financial reporting
valuations in several sectors including
financial services, life sciences,
consumer and industrial projects, etc.
• Valuations for other purposes,
including M&A, tax and statutory
valuations, dispute support, etc.;
• Assessment of strategic options to
protect or enhance value;
• Business modelling assignments in
M&A and strategic contexts, as well
as for internal decision making.

ValueDTM. Value insights. Informed decisions.
ValueDTM is a powerful technology platform that leverages artificial intelligence (AI), market—based benchmarks, and our vast
industry experience to assist clients to improve the valuation process, cut through complexity, and provide deeper insights into how
valuations are performed through a real-time dynamic view that clients can use to help improve their strategic decision-making.
The ValueDTM advantage—Impairment Analysis
ValueDTM provides the ability to perform and weight multiple valuation approaches, source industry and economic market data,
estimate discount rates, benchmark projected performance to actual historical performance, and perform comparative analysis to
industry peer group companies.

Enhanced quality
Leverages AI and cognitive
technologies coupled with
our experience to enhance
quality and reliability.

Business insights
Provides benchmarking
and insights based on a
variety of research and
proprietary databases

Dynamic modeling

Data analysis

Valuation
management

Offers the ability to dynamically perform multi-variable sensitivity analysis
and evaluate alternative
scenarios on-demand.

Click-through experience
provides an improved
understanding of sources
and calculations enabling
you to uncover and convey
true value.

Provides enhanced
visibility of project status,
enables real-time tracking
of data requests, and
facilitates response to data
requests.
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